Abstract-Real-time monitoring allows the determination of the line state and the calculation of the actual rating value. The real-time monitoring systems measure sag, conductor tension, conductor temperature, or weather-related magnitudes. In this paper, a new ampacity monitoring system for overhead lines, based on the conductor tension, the ambient temperature, the solar radiation, and the current intensity is presented. The measurements are transmitted via general-packet radio service to a control center where a software program calculates the ampacity value. The system takes the creep deformation experienced by the conductors during their lifetime into account and calibrates the tension-temperature reference and the maximum-allowable temperature in order to obtain the ampacity. The system includes hardware implementation and remote-control software.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE POWER transmitted in both transmission and distribution electrical lines has increased considerably over the past 20 years. As a result of the increased power flow, some lines can be close to reaching their ampacity limit. The ampacity or thermal rating is that current which will meet the design, security, and safety criteria of a particular line. Therefore, there is great pressure to increase the power flow in existing right of ways using the existing infrastructure as much as possible. Traditionally, the upgrading of the line has been used in order to increase the line rating. The main drawback of these methods is the need to strengthen the towers. For this reason, methods without the need to strengthen the towers that allow increasing the line power flow securely and safely, close to its ampacity limit, have been developed. Among these methods, real-time monitoring can be found.
Real-time monitoring allows the determination of the line state and the calculation of the actual ampacity value [1] , [2] . Making a thermal calculation [3] , [4] , the ampacity is calculated 0885-8977/$31.00 © 2012 IEEE as the current intensity value that makes the conductor reach the maximum allowable temperature. There are monitoring systems that measure weather-related magnitudes [5] , [6] , the conductor temperature [7] - [10] , the conductor tension [11] , [12] , or the sag [13] , [14] .
One aspect to consider with the real-time monitoring systems is the effect of the creep, which is the permanent deformation of the conductor. The result is a loosening of the conductor. Therefore, for a given temperature of the conductor, the corresponding value of the tension is reduced over time. As a consequence, the maximum-allowable temperature related to the sag limit is reduced, and the ampacity is reduced too.
In this paper, a new ampacity monitoring system that, in addition to having the benefits of some of the existing monitoring systems, takes into account the creep deformation experienced by the conductors during their lifetime is presented. The creep is evaluated by updating the conductor tension and temperature reference.
II. TAM SYSTEM
From the analysis of the existing systems, the authors have designed an ampacity monitoring system that, in addition to presenting the benefits of some of the methods analyzed, takes the creep deformation experienced by the conductors during their lifetime into account. The system has been developed, seeking simplicity (low cost), reliability, and accuracy in the calculated ampacity value.
The monitoring system is based on an ampacity characterization methodology that considers only the monitoring of the mechanical tension, the ambient temperature, the solar radiation, and the current intensity. From these values, a formulation has been developed that estimates the conductor creep deformation, the maximum-allowable temperature, the conductor temperature, the wind speed, and, finally, the line ampacity. The developed system has been called the tension and ampacity monitoring (TAM) system.
A. Calculation Processes
The developed system carries out two calculation processes that run in parallel: the calibration process and the process of ampacity calculation.
1) Calibration Process:
The calibration relates the value of the conductor tension to the value of the conductor temperature. The tension is measured directly. However, the temperature of the conductor must be estimated. The estimate of the conductor temperature is based on the tension , the ambient temperature , the solar radiation , and the current intensity . From the measured tension and the calculated temperature of the conductor, the tension-temperature reference is obtained. Once the calibration is carried out, the creep deformation and the maximum-allowable temperature values are updated (Fig. 1) .
The conductor temperature is calculated by making a thermal calculation (Fig. 2) . To ensure a correct estimate of the conductor temperature , it is not based on instantaneous values but on average values corresponding to a certain period of time . The number of measurements taken for the mean and the deviation calculation is a function of the sampling period (1). In addition, to ensure that the conditions during this period are steady and the temperature and the tension have no significant variations, the tension standard deviation during the period is calculated (2), (3) . The deviation that corresponds to the measurement is calculated from the last measurements. The period is considered steady if the deviation is below a certain threshold . The wind speed needed for the thermal calculation is not measured and it is unknown. Therefore, the wind speed value is assumed. The difference between the assumed value and the actual value results in an error in the calculated conductor temperature. The results obtained from a pilot installation show that with a long period of calibration (e.g., 1 h) and a low tension deviation threshold (i.e., low tension variation), the wind speed in the period is low (below 1 m/s). As a result, the assumed wind speed value is low (e.g., 0.5 m/s). Another aspect that has been analyzed is the influence of the current intensity value on the conductor temperature error. When the current intensity is low, the error related to the wind speed difference is lower. Hence, the calibration is carried out when the average current intensity is below a threshold value . As will be shown, in the system verification subsection, this methodology guarantees a low difference between the calculated and the measured temperature values. The difference is between 1 and 2 C.
(1)
Once the tension-temperature calibration is obtained, the creep deformation values are updated. This is carried out using a sag-tension method developed by some of the authors [15] - [17] . This method models the core and the aluminum independently and it is able to model the knee-point temperature where the aluminum gets slack. The method is described in the Appendix.
The creep related to the calibrated tension-temperature values is calculated iteratively. The creep strain is iterated until the tension and the temperature values obtained in the sag-tension calculation are those obtained in the calibration. First, from the tension , the conductor temperature and the core and aluminum creep and , the core and aluminum tension values and are obtained (4)- (6) . The method separately models the core and aluminum creep and, as a result, there are two unknown values. The problem is solved by sharing the developed creep between the core and the aluminum by some coefficients and (7)- (8) . The creep developed by the aluminum is higher than the creep developed by the core. Therefore, a simplification can be to assign all of the creep to the aluminum ( 0 and 1). A better approximation can be made with information about the creep behavior of the core and the aluminum of the particular conductor, which is obtained from stress-strain and creep tests. If the aluminum is slack 0) in the calibrated condition, for example, in the case of a gap-type conductor due to the low knee-point temperature, all of the creep must be assigned to the core ( 1 and 0). Thus, is iterated until the difference between the conductor length , calculated from the core length (9) and the catenary length (11) is below a threshold value , the maximum-allowable temperature related to the sag limit is updated. The maximum-allowable temperature is calculated using the sag-tension calculation method. The conductor temperature is iterated until the sag value given by the calculation is the sag limit value (Fig. 3 ). The creep deformation and the maximum-allowable temperature values obtained in the calibration process are used in the process of ampacity calculation.
2) Process of Ampacity Calculation: This process obtains continuously the ampacity value from the tension, the ambient temperature, the solar radiation, and the current intensity values (Fig. 4) .
The first step is to obtain the temperature of the conductor from the measured tension. The conductor temperature is calculated using the sag-tension method described in the Appendix. The calculation is similar to the calculation of the maximum-allowable temperature (Fig. 3) . In this case, from the measured tension and the creep given by the calibration and , the conductor temperature is iterated until the tension given by the method is the measured tension value . Then, the wind that affects the conductor is calculated. The wind direction is assumed to be perpendicular to the conductor because the cooling effect is all that is required, irrespective of direction. Hence, the calculated wind speed is known as effective wind speed. The wind speed is obtained by a thermal calculation (Appendix). The equations given for the convection cooling calculation have been inverted because they calculate the convection cooling from the wind speed . Thus, the value of the convection cooling is obtained first and then the effective wind speed is calculated.
The convective cooling is obtained from the Joule heating , the solar heating , and the radiative cooling (12) . The value of the convective cooling is compared with the natural convection. If it is lower than the natural convection, the wind speed is zero. If it is higher, the wind speed is calculated. For this purpose, the equations given by [3] for the convection cooling calculation have been inverted (Fig. 5 ) (12) The Nusselt number is obtained from the equation (13), where is the thermal conductivity of air. The Reynolds number is obtained from the Nusselt number according to (14) . The values of the coefficients and are obtained from a table. Finally, the wind speed is obtained from the Reynolds number according to (15) , where is the relative air density, is the kinematic viscosity, and is the conductor diameter
The wind is not measured for different reasons. The main reason is the aim to simplify the system and reduce the cost. Furthermore, although there are wind-measuring technologies like the ultrasonic technology that improve the accuracy of the measurement at low speed values, the wind conditions can vary along the line span. For this reason, the calculation of the effective wind speed, which is representative of the conditions along the span, has been chosen.
Finally, the ampacity is calculated from the ambient temperature, the solar radiation, the wind speed, and the maximum-allowable temperature by thermal calculation.
The process of the ampacity calculation is carried out continuously because the ampacity value is updated every time new measurements are received. The uncertainty of the calculated ampacity value is a function of the uncertainty of the variables from which it is calculated. Thus, it is a function of the uncertainty of the measurement of the current intensity, the ambient temperature, the solar radiation, and the mechanical tension. It also depends on the uncertainty of the estimate of the conductor temperature and the wind. The analysis carried out has shown that the variables that most affect the ampacity uncertainty are the temperatures [18] . An error in the temperature difference between the conductor temperature and the ambient temperature results in an error of the wind value. The error in the wind speed translates into an error in the ampacity. When the difference between the conductor temperature and the ambient temperature is low, the influence of the temperature error in the ampacity calculation is higher and vice-versa. Fig. 6 shows an example of the ampacity error as a function of the temperature difference error for some temperature difference values. The conductor of the example is an ACSR Hawk and the maximum-allowable temperature is 80 C. The weather conditions are a wind speed of 0.6 m/s, an ambient temperature of 25 C, and a solar radiation of 1000 W/m .
When the current intensity increases, the temperature difference increases and, as a consequence, the ampacity error decreases. This is shown in Fig. 7 for a temperature difference error of 2 C. The current intensity is given as a percentage of the ampacity. Therefore, the confidence of the estimate increases as the load approaches its ampacity limit.
B. System Verification
In order to verify the developed monitoring system, a span of a 30-kV distribution line with an HTLS conductor that the utility Iberdrola was testing [19] has been monitored with the TAM system for two months. The span length is 143.5 m. The load cell was already installed and the solar radiation, the ambient temperature, and the current intensity measuring systems have been added to complete the TAM system. In order to verify the TAM system, a conductor temperature measuring system and an anemometer have been used. These elements were already installed for the testing of the conductor. The temperature measuring system is the system known as SMT [9] . The temperature measuring system is installed in the same span where the load cell is installed but it is not located in the same phase. The reason is that for the conductor testing, two temperature measuring elements were installed in the adjacent phases, not to interfere with the conductor whose tension was measured.
The anemometer measures the wind speed and direction. The direction of the calculated effective wind speed is perpendicular to the conductor. Hence, in order to compare the calculated and the measured wind speeds, the measured values are modified. The wind speed that, with a perpendicular direction, results in the same cooling than that given by the measured speed and direction values is calculated.
1) Calibration Process:
Assuming a wind speed value of 0.5 m/s and choosing as the threshold values 2 kg for the tension deviation threshold and 100 A for the current intensity threshold , the difference between the calculated and measured conductor temperature values is below 1 C in 90% of the cases and below 2 C in 99% of the cases. The results are close to the SMT temperature measuring system uncertainty, which is 2% or 1 C. It is noticeable that nearly all of the selected periods are at night. The long periods with small tension variation are found at night. This could be because at night, the wind speed is lower than during the daytime and because the line load is also lower at night.
During the period of two months that the line has been monitored, the creep has not changed and, as a consequence, the maximum-allowable temperature has not varied either. The obtained tension-temperature reference is 750 kg and 16 C. This reference gives, as a result, a conductor maximum-allowable temperature of 104 C.
2) Process of Ampacity Calculation: As has been described before, the ampacity calculation is based on the tension monitoring. As an example, Fig. 8 shows the values measured during an entire day. From the measured tension values and the values of the conductor and span parameters, the TAM system makes an estimate of the conductor temperature. The similarities between the estimated and the measured conductor temperature values are observed in Fig. 9 . The correlation between the conductor temperature and the ambient temperature is observed too. The mean difference of the absolute value of the difference between the measured and the calculated temperature values is 2 C. This value depends on the error carried out in the temperature calculation but it also depends on the error of the temperature measurement. Besides, the temperature measurement is local whereas the calculated temperature is representative of the entire span. Furthermore, the measured and calculated temperatures correspond to different phases.
From the estimated conductor temperature and the measured ambient temperature, solar radiation, and current intensity, the TAM system estimates the wind speed. The similarities between the estimated and the measured wind speed values are observed in Fig. 10 . As has been mentioned before, the measured wind speed values have been modified to correspond to a perpendicular direction. Some of the observed differences are due to the local wind speed variations and the uncertainties of the cup anemometer at low wind values. Besides, there is an error in the calculated wind speed due to the error in the obtained conductor temperature. As has been mentioned before, the error is lower when the temperature difference is high. The minimum temperature difference occurs at 20:25 and it has a value of 7.2 C. In this case, the measured wind speed is 1.9 m/s while the calculated value is 3.8 m/s. The maximum temperature difference occurs at 10:00 and it has a value of 39.7 C. In this case, the measured and calculated wind speed values are the same with a value of 0.3 m/s.
Once the wind speed is obtained, the ampacity can be calculated. For this purpose, the conductor maximum-allowable temperature obtained in the calibration process is necessary. Since it has been mentioned before, its value is 104 C. Fig. 11 shows the ampacity evolution. The actual current intensity is also shown, and the existing load margin can be observed. There is an error in the calculated ampacity due to the error in the obtained conductor temperature. Assuming that the uncertainty in the conductor temperature value is 2 C, the ampacity error at 20:25 (7.2 C temperature difference) is 12% according to the analysis carried out as a function of the temperature difference error and the temperature difference. The ampacity error at 10:00 (39.7 C temperature difference) is 2%. The calculated ampacity value could be corrected by reducing the value with the ampacity error. It is important to notice that the ampacity error decreases when the load approaches the limit. When the load is low, although the ampacity error is higher, the margin between the load and the ampacity limit is also higher.
C. Benefits
The main benefits of the TAM System over other monitoring systems are described as follows.
1) Creep and Maximum-Allowable Temperature Evaluation:
The TAM system evaluates and monitors the evolution of the creep and the maximum-allowable temperature. The only system that evaluates the creep is the power donut [8] . However, they are different systems because the TAM system is based on tension monitoring while the power donut is based on temperature monitoring.
2) Calibration: Conductor Temperature Calculation From Ambient Temperature, Tension, Solar Radiation, and Current Intensity: As has been described before, the TAM system can calculate the conductor temperature with low error. The calculation is based on the detection of operation conditions with small tension deviation and low current intensity. The system does not measure the wind in order to simplify it and reduce the cost. Hence, the wind speed value is assumed. The results have shown that the method calculates the conductor temperatures with low error values, which are around 1 C. The method can calculate the conductor temperature only when the conditions are met. Therefore, it is not able to calculate the conductor temperature continuously. However, since the final aim is the calculation of the evolution of the creep and the maximum-allowable temperature, the period between two consecutive conductor temperature calculations (usually a few days) is short enough.
3) Simplicity of the Measuring Elements: The system consists of four measuring elements: 1) tension; 2) ambient temperature; 3) solar radiation; and 4) current intensity. There is no need for either wind speed or conductor temperature measurement.
The measuring elements of the TAM system have the advantage in that they are installed at ground voltage. Other systems require the installation of elements at line voltage. This is the case of the monitoring systems based on the temperature measurement.
The measuring elements of the TAM system are general-purpose elements that are found easily in the market. Other systems have elements that must be especially designed for ampacity monitoring.
III. CONCLUSION
The monitoring of the sag or the tension gives a direct measurement of the actual sag value, which is usually the magnitude to control. However, in order to obtain the ampacity, weather measurements are also needed. Besides, the tension and the sag monitoring systems require a calibration with respect to the conductor temperature. Once calibrated, the conductor temperature is estimated from the tension or the sag value.
The TAM system, a system that monitors in real time the conductor tension, the ambient temperature, the solar radiation, and the current intensity has been presented. The measurements are transmitted via GPRS to a control center where a software program calculates the ampacity value and calibrates the tensiontemperature reference. As a result of the calibration process, the creep and the maximum-allowable temperature values are updated.
The results obtained in a pilot installation have been presented and analyzed. The method that calculates the conductor temperature for the calibration process has shown to be accurate when the tension deviation and the current intensity values are low. The effect of the conductor temperature calculation error on the ampacity value has been discussed. Although there is an error in the ampacity calculation, this error is low when the load approaches the ampacity limit.
The main benefits of the TAM system over other monitoring systems are the creep evaluation, the developed method for the calculation of the conductor temperature in the calibration, and the simplicity of the required measuring elements.
APPENDIX

A. Sag-Tension Method
The algorithm [17] is characterized by the creep sequential calculation. Thus, the creep developed in previous stages influences the creep developed in subsequent stages. Two periods are differentiated in the creep development: the installation period and the operation period (Fig. 12) . The creep developed during the operation depends on the creep previously developed during the installation. The creep developed during each operation stage is calculated, taking into account the creep developed so far.
In each stage, the metallurgical creep and the creep due to the geometrical settlement are calculated separately. The total creep is the addition of the metallurgical creep and the creep due to geometrically settlement . The metallurgical creep is calculated as a function of the conductor tension , the conductor temperature , and the duration of the stage. The strain due to geometrical settlement is supposed to be independent of time. It is only dependent on the conductor construction and the historical maximum tension experienced. This calculation process is carried out for the aluminum and the core separately.
When the method characterizes the conductor installation, differentiates between the gap-type conductors and the remaining conductors. As will be shown, in the case of the gaptype conductors, the installation steps that affect the aluminum and the core creep are modeled separately. In the case of the non-gap-type conductors, the time the conductor is at rest is taken into account, and the pretensioning value is taken into account when it is applied.
To calculate the creep developed during the operation, the conductor temperature, and the wind and ice loads are assumed to be constant during each operation stage. Thus, the parameters that characterize each stage are the conductor temperature , the load conditions (ice and wind), and the duration of the stage.
From the creep strain values calculated for the operation stages, the tension value related to a certain conductor temperature is calculated by the state calculation algorithm. The state calculation algorithm is shown in Fig. 13 . The core tension is iterated until the difference between the span geometry length and the conductor length is below a threshold value. The aluminum tension cannot go below its minimum value. This minimum value is zero or a negative value if aluminum compression is considered.
The state calculation algorithm is based on the dependence of the core and aluminum lengths and on the strain values due to tension ; temperature ; and creep and the core and aluminum reference lengths and (16), (17) . The core and aluminum reference lengths and correspond to the reference condition with no tension and no creep. They are obtained from the installation condition, where the temperature and the tension values are known, and the creep strain is estimated from the installation process (18) , (19) . The span geometry is characterized by the catenary equation. The catenary equation is a function of the conductor tension and the weight . The weight value depends on the conductor weight and the wind and ice load. The catenary length at the installation is obtained from the installation tension and the conductor weight (21)
B. Thermal Calculation
The thermal balance is given by (22), where is the Joule heating, is the magnetic heating, is the solar heating, is the convective cooling, and is the radiative cooling [3] , [4] (22)
1) Current Intensity Heating:
The current intensity heats a conductor due to several effects. The main heating is due to the Joule effect. The Joule effect is present in dc and ac. However, in ac, there are other effects that heat the conductor. One of them is the skin effect that results in a nonuniform distribution of the current density that results in an increase of energy losses. Another effect related to ac is the magnetic losses in the conductors with steel core. The current generates an axial magnetic field because the wires are stranded helically. The magnetic losses are due to the hysteresis and the eddy currents.
The energy losses due to the current intensity are represented by the electrical resistance of the conductor. The losses are calculated as the product of the resistance and the square of the current intensity (23). The calculation of the resistance is described in [20] .
2) Solar Heating: The solar heating is proportional to the conductor diameter , the solar radiation , and the absorptivity of the conductor surface (24) (24)
3) Convective Cooling: The convective cooling is a function of the wind speed , the angle between the wind direction and the conductor , the conductor temperature , the ambient temperature , and the conductor diameter .
4) Radiative Cooling:
The radiative cooling value is lower than convective cooling. It depends on the conductor diameter , the conductor surface emissivity , the conductor surface temperature , and the ambient temperature .
